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Do you guys just
record all your
games hoping
something cool
will happen?
self.battlefield_one
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war_walrus
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Noob question
here: I've never
recorded my
games before and
I'm wondering how
you guys do it.
Should I just record
everything and sit
through hours of
watching myself
suck until
something
awesome happens?
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Txrokrt51 10 points 5 hours ago 

PS4 records most recent 15
min automatically.

permalink embed

[–]

FPS_Eager 5 points 5 hours ago 

If you are a nvidia user use
Shadow play an set it to last
10minites whenever
something good happened
press alt+f10 and save last
10min of your footage

permalink embed

[–]

withlens 2 points 5 hours ago 

Prerecord. Software
automatically records the last
x minutes of gameplay.

If something cool happens,
you press a button and it
saves all the footage.

permalink embed

[–]

HeightPrivilege 1 point 4 hours
ago 

I dropped mine down to
the last minute and find it
much more manageable.
Could probably get away
with last 20 seconds tbh.

permalink embed parent

[–]

4ckyeaah 1 point 5 hours ago 

I delete GeForce
experience and don't
record double 12 ppl
multikill with fighter. Don't
be like me.
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Mikimak Miki_mak 2 points 5
hours ago 

You should record
everything!!! You never know
what could happen :) j

If you don't you could miss out
on awesome moments like
this!!!

https://youtu.be
/sG3tFncaZdQ?t=1m20s
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[–]

SegmentedMoss 2 points 5 hours ago 

For xbox 1, you simply
double-tap the xbox button on
the controller and press X and
it records the last 30 seconds.
You can also turn game DVR
on to record longer stretches
of time.
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[–]

TSPinkham Stryde 2 points
4 hours ago 

Thanks for the laughs. :)

permalink embed parent

[–]

forevershade 1 point 3 hours ago 

You can also choose the
length of time it saves
from the settings: 30
seconds. 45 seconds. 1
minute. 3 minutes. 5
minutes.

And if you have a Kinect
you just say "Xbox record
that" to save a video. If
you don't have a Kinect,
but wear a mic you can
say "Hey Cortana, record

[–]
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FabulousGoat LtTeutonicKnight 2
points 5 hours ago 

Yes, I regularly delete 50 gigs
of footage.
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[–]

velumer 1 point 4 hours ago 

Plays.tv

Records automatically and
when something neat
happens, press ctrl f2 and it
makes a bookmark.

Exit your game session and
you find the bookmark and
make a clip. It automatically
deletes footage when it runs
out of the space you allot it.
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[–]

Nazgren 1 point 3 hours ago 

I believe both PS4 and Xbox
One have replay features. I
don't own either of those so
don't quote me on it.

On the PC side, nVidia's
Shadowplay and AMD's
ReLive softwares both have
recording and replay features.
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QuoteMe-Bot 1 point 3 hours ago 

I believe both PS4
and Xbox One have
replay features. I
don't own either of

[–]
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dnh52 1 point 3 hours ago 

On Xbox you have the option
of going back and recording
everything that's happened in
the last few minutes (up to 5
min I believe). So when
something cool happens, we
just record back to a little bit
before that thing happened
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those so don't quote me on it.

On the PC side, nVidia's
Shadowplay and AMD's ReLive
softwares both have recording
and replay features.

~ /u/Nazgren
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Nazgren 2 points 3 hours
ago 

Oh piss off lol
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